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Few great thinkers, indeed, have gone so far in using incomparable pow-
ers of discussion in proving that toleration, as well as discussion, ought
to have its limits.

(b) The Limits of Toleration
There is no writer in whom, were we free to select some passages and to
reject others, toleration finds a nobler voice than in Burke. ‘In propor-
tion as mankind has become enlightened, the idea of religious persecu-
tion, under any circumstances, has been almost universally exploded by
all good and thinking men.’89 So he wrote in his tolerant Tracts on the
Popery Laws. Nor would half-measures content him. Keenly alive to
the distinction between the persecution of an ancient faith and the more
excusable suppression of new opinions such as might possibly initiate
bitter civil dissensions, he is not in the least disposed to palliate what he
calls the ‘rotten and hollow’ policy of a ‘preventive persecution’ of the
latter. The same spirit breathes in other passages: ‘I take toleration to be
a part of religion. I do not know which I would sacrifice. I would keep
them both.’90 And in the spirit of that utterance, he was ready to see
some truth in all forms of religious creed, and to recognise even super-
stition as ‘the religion of feeble minds.’ ‘Toleration,’ he elsewhere de-
clares, in words that might seem conclusive, ‘is good for all or it is good
for none.’91

And yet the same hand which wrote these catholic avowals penned
also two other sentences which have a different ring. ‘Against these’
(i.e. infidels) ‘I would have the laws rise in all their terrors.... I would
cut up the very root of atheism.’ This is one: the other is not less em-
phatic: ‘The infidels are outlaws of the constitution; not of this country,
but of the human race. They are never, never to be supported, never to
be tolerated.’92

Those are ferocious sentences. But they are not to be read on that
account as if they were an outburst of personal intolerance of atheistic
or infidel opinions as matter of private conviction. True though it be
that Burke detested atheism and infidelity, he was nevertheless in pri-
vate life conspicuously tolerant in matters of religion. He hated bigotry.
He hated persecution. He prided himself upon so doing. ‘If ever there
was anything to which, from reason, nature, habit, and principle, I am
totally averse, it is persecution for conscientious difference in opinion.’
Such is his avowal. And in the light of it, and the story of his life, we
need not entertain a doubt that had he believed atheism and infidelity to
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have no further significance than as matters of private opinion, he would
never have called upon the laws to rise in their terrors, and cut them up
by the root. It is a long stride from hating opinions, with even a perfect
hatred, and invoking the law courts to extirpate them.

But this is precisely what Burke never could believe. Theism and
Christianity were, in his eyes, things more momentous far than the con-
cerns of private consciences. Not only was man, in his psychology, ‘by
his constitution a religious animal,’ and not only was atheism ‘against
not only our reason but our instincts,’ religious belief was (as we have
seen) a central fact in his conception of the life of the State; ‘the basis of
civil society, and the source of all good and all comfort.’93 ‘On that
religion,’ we have already heard him say, referring to Christianity, ‘ac-
cording to our mode, all our laws and institutions stand as upon their
base.’94 These are his premisses, and in due course comes the conclu-
sion, drawn with an unfaltering confidence: ‘Religion is so far, in my
opinion, from being out of the province or duty of a Christian magis-
trate that it is, and ought to be, not only his care, but the principal thing
in his care; because it is one of the great bonds of human society.’95 And
should it happen that this magisterial care should take the form of visit-
ing the terrors of the law upon the atheist and the infidel, the justifica-
tion must be sought on the public ground that this is the needful check
upon a peculiarly insidious and deadly form of political incendiarism.

Burke’s position here, it may be granted, has, now for some time,
happily become untenable. Of all methods for strengthening the reli-
gious bond of human society the prosecution of free-thinkers is the most
forlorn. Conviction in a court of law, whatever be the pains and penal-
ties it carries in its train, is impotent to turn the atheist into a believer;
and the religious faith which claims as its peculiar glory that it rests on
the spontaneous and unconstrained devotion of the soul to God, is not
likely to be recognised as the source of all good and all comfort by
seeking the ill-starred alliance of fines and imprisonment. Nor is the
Christian magistrate to be envied who betakes himself to that ‘refuta-
tion by criminal justice,’ which Burke declared to be the refutation that
the writings of Tom Paine best deserved. He would quickly, in our mod-
ern world at any rate, find himself hewing a Hydra. The crafty and
dishonest would easily evade him. The sincere and outspoken unbe-
liever would gain the dignity of the martyr for conscience’ sake. The
sceptics would rise in protest in the name of honest doubt. The con-
structive thinkers, strong in their faith in reason, and conscious it may
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62/John MacCunn

be of the magnitude of their own departures from orthodoxy, would
catch alarm at the substitution of force for argument. And, not least,
society, in whose best interests this persecution by prosecution is, in
Burke’s view, justifiable, would be continually plunged into all the dis-
integrating embitterments of those conflicts between law and private
judgment, law and conscience, law and individual reason, law and lib-
erty, which furnish some of the most miserably memorable, as well as
glorious chapters in human history. In truth, the case for a toleration
wide enough to include even the aggressive atheist and the obtrusive
infidel has, under the hands of the apostles of freedom of thought and
discussion, become so strong, and almost so much a matter of course,
that the wonder grows that a mind so rational as Burke’s, and an expe-
rience so wide, should have advanced, and reiterated, so monstrous a
doctrine as that it is the duty of the civil magistrate to cut up the root of
atheism and to brand infidels as outlaws of the constitution. If only he
had held fast, and enlarged, his own great declaration, that toleration is
‘good for all or good for none’!

There is, however, an explanation, and it appears to lie in two con-
siderations.

1. The first is that, notwithstanding all his rationality, Burke never
adequately recognised the place and value of speculative truth, and the
conditions of its pursuit, in national life. Though his own reason, in
alliance with imagination, was, in the political sphere, essentially con-
structive, this seemingly never suggested to him that free-thought in its
larger range was constructive in its essence and results. We have al-
ready seen that his estimate of ‘modern philosophers ‘was far from flat-
tering; and the same spirit appears in his belittlement of the English
deists. ‘Who,’ he contemptuously asks, ‘born within the last forty years,
has read one word of Collins and Toland and Tindall and Chubb and
Morgan, and that whole race who call themselves Free-thinkers?’96 All
his experience apparently suggested that speculative reason makes for
the disintegration of belief. It raised questions; it shook the unsuspect-
ing confidence of time-honoured convictions; it turned men’s duties into
doubts; it bred ‘refining speculatists’ and dangerous atheists; it led to
Serbonian bogs. This was what he had seen in Paris; and this was what
he dreaded for England. And, against it all, he had no faith in specula-
tive philosophy to set as counterweight and corrective. He had early,
and by proclivity magnificently justified of its results, turned away de-
cisively from the speculative to the practical life, and again and again he
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makes haste to disclaim all pretensions to be a ‘philosopher’ or ‘profes-
sor of metaphysics.’ And not without reason. For, so far at any rate as
appears in life or writings, he had but little acquaintance with the great
constructive efforts of Greek philosophy, and still less with the philo-
sophical systems of the Continent, which indeed were still far below the
horizon of the English mind. Neither with the Scottish philosophers (de-
spite the passing project of refuting Hume) nor with the English moral-
ists did he much concern himself; and if, on occasion, we might trace the
influence of Locke, it is the Locke as the apologist of 1688, and not the
Locke of the Essay on the Understanding. In short he had nothing where-
with to meet the solvents of the ‘French philosophy’ he dreaded, except
his own reflections upon life, fortified by a wide outlook on history, a
large knowledge of literature, and a comprehensive experience of men
and affairs. And these had seemingly convinced him, once and for all,
that the pursuit of truth may be dearly purchased, if the price for it is the
clash of controversy, and the unsettlement of convictions. ‘I will not,’ he
writes in a significant passage, ‘enter into the question how much truth
is preferable to peace. Perhaps truth may be far better. But as we have
scarcely ever the same certainty in the one we have in the other, I would—
unless the truth were evident indeed—hold fast to peace which has in
her company charity the highest of the virtues.’97 The passage might, on
a first glance, seem to breathe the spirit of toleration; for does it not
speak of charity? But in reality it tells in the opposite direction. For
when a man is ready to sacrifice truth to peace, he is not likely to do
justice to that assertion of freedom to think, even at risk of atheism and
infidelity, which the pursuit of truth inexorably demands.

2. To this, however, we must add the further point that the beliefs
which the infidel and the atheist denied were never viewed by Burke as
merely religious: they were always regarded as politically indispens-
able. Rightly or wrongly, he was wholly convinced that the institutions
he most valued, however strongly buttressed by authority, prescription,
and traditional loyalty, could not survive the disintegration of religious
faith. The axe was laid to the root of the tree from the moment when
political allegiance was divorced from those religious beliefs and senti-
ments which are of the essence of man as ‘a religious animal.’

This is the ultimate ground of his intolerance. Convinced that the
religious consciousness of a people could not be undetermined without
shaking the foundations of the commonwealth, he was not content to
urge that it was the duty of the statesman to foster religion by Church
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64/John MacCunn

establishment and comprehensive toleration of all religious faiths. He
went on, in an evil hour for his reputation for tolerance and charity, to
erect the civil magistrate into the defender of the faith against infidels
and atheists. The best that can be said for him is that, within his limits,
he was tolerant enough; and it is a cheerful change to turn from these
fulminations against freedom of thought to the declaration that all sorts
of religion that exist within the State are to be tolerated because ‘there is
a reasonable worship in them all.’98

Even this catholic declaration, however, is to be understood with
two reservations:—

(1) The first is that Burke was always peculiarly suspicious of any
covert introduction of political propagandism under the mask of pleas
and claims for religious liberty. Of this he furnishes significant proof. In
1773 he had supported a Bill for the relief of Protestant dissenters. He
did this on the just and reasonable ground (among others) that it is bad
policy to make difficulties for conscientious and honest dissenters which
‘atheists’ may only too easily evade. ‘These atheists,’ he says, illustrat-
ing his point from history, ‘eluded all that you could do: so will all free-
thinkers for ever. Then you suffer, or the weakness of your law has
suffered, these great dangerous animals to escape notice, whilst you
have nets that entangle the poor, fluttering, silken wings of a tender
conscience.’99 But the scene changes. In 1792 he opposes a similar peti-
tion from the Unitarians; not, however, because he had changed his views
on toleration, but because, rightly or wrongly, he was convinced that the
petition was, in its real impelling motive, a political movement with
political designs behind it. It was, in short, all too closely linked with the
militant radicalism and radicals of whom he was the irreconcilable foe.
His line of argument is hardly convincing; and a critic might suggest
that it is not less intolerable that political hostility and conservative fears
should develop opposition to the relief of the religious conscience than
that the religious conscience should become politically aggressive. But
it is characteristic. Discerning in the Petition of 1792 a veiled attack on
the constitution, already menaced by the spread of Jacobinism, and in
particular on the Church of England, to which the petitioners were any-
thing but friendly, he withstood it to the face,  as, on his own avowal, he
never would have dreamt of withstanding it, had he regarded it as noth-
ing more than a movement for the relief of aggrieved consciences.

(2) The second reservation is that toleration never meant for Burke,
even in his most tolerant mood, anything approaching to abstract reli-
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